
IB FILM HL/SL CURRENT ENROLLED STUDENTS_CLASS OF 2020 
Summer Assignment 2019: IA1_REEL [RAW-CUT]/FOLIO [DRAFT] 
DUE by no later than September 6, 2019 FOR ALL IB FILM YEAR 2 Canvas assignment LINK 
TO BE POSTED FOR IA SUBMISSIONS BY AUG 30. 
 

Since IB Film HL/SL is a 2-year course of study and you just completed YEAR 1, the best way to spend your 
summer is DEVELOPING the ACTION stage of your required IA1:  The film REEL and Production Portfolio. Use 
your OUTLINE “Inquiry” you completed for the June Final exam, plus the film productions posted on Canvas 
to begin organizing your Reel RAW cut and Production Portfolio DRAFT. Conferences on your IA1 will begin 
mid-September and your FINAL IA REEL/FOLIO will be due by no later than October 18, 2019. REMEMBER to 
read the FULL IB GUIDE w/assessment criteria [posted on Canvas]. 
 
IA REEL:  9-MIN MAX.  

EACH 3 MIN REPRESENTS ONE DISTINCTIVE FILM ROLE. ONE 3 MIN CLIP OR A VARIETY OF CLIPS [no 
less than .30s/no more than 3 min total]. SEE GUIDE. 

IA PORTFOLIO: 9 PAGES MAX. 
See below for notes on how to organize. SEE GUIDE for formatting specs. 

ROLE 1: IDENTIFY ROLE. 
TITLE OF PRODUCTION[s]: List the production[s] you completed whilst in this role.   
 
Describe for each production what you did in the role you took on—using your reflections from each 
production is helpful in this section.  Write about your experience filming SPECIFICALLY focusing on what 
your intentions were [INCLUDING DETAILS RELATED TO FILM or FILMMAKER INSPIRATIONS], what you 
learned throughout the experience, and what you applied to each production.  
Keep in mind that you must have the roles be either: DIRECTOR, CINEMATOGRAPHER [DP], EDITOR, 
SOUND ENGINEER, or SCREEN WRITER. You are allowed, if applicable, ONE “other” role you can focus on 
as part of the required 3 that could be: PRODUCTION ASSISTANT [PA] OR DESIGNER ROLES: COSTUMER, 
PROPS, and/or SET. NOTE:  ACTING is NOT considered a FILMMAKING role.* 
*IF you have pictures of the location, set, filming, crew, screen play, shot list, editing keyboard, sound board, etc. add them to the section you would include them for your role description.  

ROLE 2: same as above 
ROLE 3: same as above 

 
HL ONLY REQUIRED ASSESSMENT 
IA2_COLLABORATIVE FILM PRE-PRODUCTION 
DUE by no later than September 13, 2019 FOR IB FILM HL YEAR 2 ONLY Canvas assignment 
 
FOR THIS ASSESSMENT, HL ONLY, FILM STUDENTS need to create a production crew/team [consisting of no 
more than 4 TOTAL IB FILM HL STUDENTS—but you can work with as many SL students and non-IB Film 
students as needed] to conceptualize an ORIGINAL 7 MIN FILM SHORT that is a FULL FILM in concept and 
design.  USING THE FILM PITCH YOU SUBMITTED FOR THE FINAL EXAM IN JUNE, BEGIN FORMALIZING 
YOUR PRE-PRODUCTION PLANS AS FOLLOWS: 
 

• CREATE/DEVELOP a tentative timeline outline: DEVELOP YOUR IDEA INTO A FULL SCREEN PLAY/SHOT 
LIST DRAFT, IDENTIFY POTENTIAL LOCATIONS, and FILM CREW/NEEDS. ONCE YOUR SCREEN PLAY IS 
FINISHED, YOU MAY BEGIN DOING SOME B ROLL FILMING TO PRACTICE YOUR SHOT LIST PLANS. 

• PRODUCTION IDEAS:  You may develop ANY FILM CONCEPT or…expand PRODUCTION 5* into your 
collaborative OR PRODUCTION 6 [MUSIC Video] and PRODUCTION 7 [TV “TEEN” SERIES SCRIPT] *KEEP 
IN MIND THAT NO COLLABORATIVE FILM WORK CAN BE USED IN THE IA1 REEL. 

 
 



 
IB FILM HL/SL CURRENT ENROLLED STUDENTS_CLASS OF 2021 
Summer Assignment 2019: INTRODUCTION TO FILM ANALYSIS_FILM REVIEW 
DUE by no later than September 6, 2019 FOR ALL NEW IB FILM STUDENTS  
 
Since IB Film HL/SL is a 2-year course of study, you will begin learning the basics of production 

and film language [Year 1] through film viewing and filmmaking productions. You will then develop your 
knowledge base in Film History & Theory [Year 2] in order to best prepare you to complete the required IB 
Assessments due by the end of Year 2.  EVERY IB FILM STUDENT will be submitting the same IA1 
[Reel/Folio] which will be enhanced by your production filmmaking skills as well as your analytical skills 
related to film texts. 
 
To best prepare on how to learn about analyzing or reading a visual text, such as a Film, it is best if you watch 
as many films as possible to increase your visual film library to reference as inspiration for film productions 
you will complete in Year 1.  Select whatever films are within your scope of interest by genre and acceptable 
in support of your values that you and your family uphold. I also encourage you to begin thinking of film 
ideas/concepts you would like to develop into film productions once we commence the new school year. 
 
After you’ve watched as many films as possible this summer to get into the visual analysis-text frame of mind, 
I want you to select ONE of your favorites [for whatever the reason] and write a 1-page film review using 
the template below.  This will be due by the end of the first week of the new school year.  I am looking 
forward to seeing what films  you enjoy and what you will create in our classroom theater soon! 
 

FILM REVIEW TEMPLATE: 
 

Film Review        WORTH 25 PTS 
Description: A film analysis is not a review or summary of the plot, it goes deeper into analysis and reaction to 
the film’s text. Student Film reviews also need to be substantiated with Film Critic reviews of the featured film text.   
 
INTRODUCTION  
Paragraph – 5 points 
Provide basic information about the movie, and a sense of what your review will be about. 
Include: 

_____ Brief (1-2 sentences) introduction to the movie. Similar to the film’s logline. 
_____ Title of Film in “quotes” or italicized + Director[s] 
_____ Publication Information: year released, length of movie [total run time], RATING 
_____ Genre-i.e. comedy, animated, drama 
_____ Movie's theme / purpose? 

BODY 
There are two main sections for this part. The first is an explanation of what the movie is about. The 
second is your opinion w/analysis about the movie and how successful it is with examples 
used/referenced. 
_____ Explanation – 5 points 

Give a brief summary of the plot in which you identify the main characters, describe the setting, 
and give a sense of the central conflict or point of the movie. Don’t give too much away. Include 
what was viewed with examples where pertinent to provide an interesting hook into the main 



idea of your analysis of the film [think: what is the value of the message of the film? Is the film 
successful in connecting with the audience? OR how does this film stand in the list of films 
created by the same auteur or production house?]:  

§ Opening 
§ Plot 
§ Camera techniques or angles, sound, or other techniques you noted that 

enhanced the film text or engaged you more with the film. 
 

_____ Analysis and Evaluation – 5 points 
In this section you analyze or critique the movie. Write about your own opinions; just be sure 
that you explain and support them with examples. Some questions you might want to consider: 

• How did the director achieve his or her purpose? 
• Is the acting / writing / music effective, powerful, difficult, beautiful? 
• What are the strengths and weakness of the movie? 
• What is your overall response to the movie? Did you find it interesting, moving, dull? Why? 
• Would you recommend it to others? Why or why not? 
 

_____         Conclusion – 5 points 
Briefly conclude the review by pulling your thoughts together. You may want to say what 
impression the movie left you with or emphasize what you want your reader to know about it. 
Be sure to include a grade, A-E or a “Rotten Tomato” % out of 100 scale, in your review with a 
recap of why it earned that grade/percent. 

 
_____ Additional Details – 5 points 

• Spelling and grammar count. 
• Write in a logical and coherent manner; it should be easy to read. 
• INCLUDE at least 1 other film critic’s thoughts to support your reflection or to refute with 

your analysis—place link to source at end of review. 
• No plagiarism! USE ORIGINAL THOUGHTS FROM YOUR VIEWING OF THE FILM. 

 
RUBRIC for Explanation/Analysis & Evaluation/Conclusion  

 
Exceptional-5 Skilled-4 Proficient-3 Developing-2 Inadequate-1 

Use of Conventions/Mechanics 
The text demonstrates standard 
English conventions of usage 
and mechanics along with the 
language of critique. All 
requirements are written in text 
of review. Film Critic source is 
noted w/in text as well as linked 
below review.  

The text 
intentionally uses 
standard English 
conventions of 
usage and 
mechanics along 
with the language 
of critique. 

The text uses 
standard English 
conventions of 
usage and 
mechanics along 
with the language of 
critique. 

The text 
demonstrates 
standard English 
conventions of usage 
and mechanics along 
with the language of 
critique. 

The text 
demonstrates 
some accuracy in 
standard English 
conventions and 
usage of 
mechanics. 

The text contains multiple 
inaccuracies in Standard 
English conventions of 
usage and mechanics. 

Substance, Style and Content: 
The text presents a formal, 
objective tone and uses precise 
FILM language and topic-
specific vocabulary to manage 
the complexity of the analysis. 

The text presents 
an engaging, 
formal, and 
objective tone and 
uses sophisticated 
language and topic-
specific vocabulary 
to manage the 
complexity of the 
topic. 

The text presents an 
appropriate, formal, 
objective tone and 
uses relevant 
language and topic-
specific vocabulary 
to manage the 
complexity of topic. 

The text presents a 
formal, objective 
tone and uses 
precise language and 
topic-specific 
vocabulary to 
manage the 
complexity of the 
topic. 

The text illustrates 
a limited 
awareness of 
formal tone and 
awareness of 
topic-specific 
vocabulary. 

The text illustrates a limited 
or inconsistent tone and 
awareness of topic-specific 
vocabulary. 

 
SUBMIT TO CANVAS BY DUE DATE. SEE COURSE [LINK TO BE OPENED BY AUG 30]. 
 



 


